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We consider two supply chains, each consisting of one supplier and one retailer. Te two retailers are involved in Cournot
competition and purchase one single product only from the supplier in the same supply chain.Te two suppliers are heterogenous
in the production cost. In addition, both retailers are in short of capital, hence both of them need to raise bank loans. All players are
risk neutral and their objectives are to maximize their own proft. Based on these features, we establish an analytical model and
characterize each player’s optimal decision. Compared to the benchmarkmodel when both retailers have sufcient capital, we fnd
that, in optimal, each supplier provides a lower wholesale price to its own retailer. Moreover, when one of the supplier’s cost is
small enough, the corresponding supply chain’s competitive advantage is amplifed by the fnancial cost (i.e., loan interest),
generating a larger selling quantity to the market. Terefore, the supply chain achieves a higher proft than the benchmark case,
while the other supply chain is worse of. However, if the diference of the two suppliers’ costs is not that signifcant, all players in
the two supply chains would be worse of. Moreover, the numerical experiment further shows that when each supplier’s cost is low
enough, both retailers can be better of even if they are capital-constrained. Our results provide useful insights into the supply
chain competition when retailers use bank loans to fnance their operations.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Due to serious health consideration, the
pandemic of COVID-19 has led to restrictive containment
means such as social distancing, remote working and the
closure of commercial activities, resulting in huge opera-
tional challenges tomany frms around the world. According
to a survey of 995 frms in China, if the epidemic continues,
85% of the respondents will run out of cash fow to support
their businesses in three months [1]. Without sufcient
working capital, frm’s operational decisions, including
procurement, production, wholesaling, and retailing, will be
highly confned. Limiting working capital has become a
critical issue to many frms, especially small ones. Hence, it is
of great importance to consider liquidity constraint in op-
erations management.

Te problem of capital constraint of frms not only af-
fects their own development but also adversely afects other
members in the supply chain. Supply chain is the integration
of internal and interenterprise resources, whereby each
member in the supply chain utilizes its own core compet-
itiveness and cooperates to realize the maximum value of the
entire supply chain. Apparently, anyone’s dilemma in the
supply chain will cause a chain efect to other members. If
the upstream supplier lacks funds, it will lead to supply
interruption or delay in delivery, and the downstream
buyer’s production plan or sales plan will be afected. On the
other hand, if the downstream retailer is short of capital, the
entire supply chain will be insufciently motivated and the
scale of trading will be afected. Such restriction or even
suspension will eventually infuence the demand of end
customers to the supply chain. Our paper considers the
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scenario where the downstream retailer in the supply chain
does not have sufcient capital to support the procurement
activity. To know how to handle the inefciency due to
capital shortage is vital for the future development of frms as
well as the supply chain.

In addition to the negative impact on the short-term
sales profts, in the long run, supply shortages in the supply
chain due to insufcient capital will also afect the market
share of products [2]. Without efciency in serving the
market demand, not only the retailer, but also the whole
supply chain will lose the competitiveness especially when
facing severe market competition. Te current market
competition is no longer a desperate struggle between in-
dividual frms; the competition between supply chains that
coordinated and integrated by independent individual frms
is increasingly becoming a concerned topic. If a company
wants to gain an advantage in the competition and continue
to operate, it depends greatly on the ability of the supply
chain to survive. In today’s challenging market, only those
who can coordinate the upstream and downstream rela-
tionships of the supply chain and integrate all resources to
better meet the needs of consumers can win the war of
competition [3].

To obtain adequate working capital, frms are in need of
short-term fnancing to execute their operational actions.
Bank loans are one of the most prevalent sources for short-
term fnancing [4]. From a report of the global lending
market, where the major companies in the market are
commercial banks, the lending around the world is expected
to grow from 6036.37 billion USD in 2020, to 8809.55 billion
USD in 2025 at a compound annual growth rate of 6% [5].
Te increase of the global lending market is sending a clear
message that frms are in lack of cash fow to continue their
commercial activities. In addition, taking fnancial decision
into consideration has been a heated topic in academia. For
instance, Gong et al. [6] consider a frm with insufcient
capital has to issue short-term loan from an outside lender.
Te frm’s objective is to maximize the expected proft
during a long-term inventory management. Tey fnd that
the short-term fnancing is able to help the frm better
control the inventory and improve proft. Iancu et al. [7]
indicate bank loans with fnancial covenants can help the
borrowing frm reduce the agency cost, and therefore obtain
the full benefts of the operational fexibility. Using a
screening model, Alan and Gaur [8] point out that infor-
mation asymmetry can be mitigated with the usage of in-
ventory-based fnancing from the bank. All of the earlier
works manifest the signifcance of liquidity constraint and
the important role of fnancing on frm’s operations
management.

1.2. Research Gap. However, most of the previous works
studying bank loans are focusing on the context of a single
supply chain. Te literature rarely consider the problem of
retailers borrowing bank loans in a supply chain-to-chain
framework. Hence, the real-world practice and academic
research studies are bringing to the forefront several re-
search questions: What are the competing frms’ optimal

operational decisions when they are lack of capital and have
to borrow bank loans? What are their suppliers’ behaviors
compared to the case of sufcient capital? What’s the impact
to the supply chain? How is the supply chain competition
afected? What are the implications of retailer’s capital
constraint for supply chain efciency and the proftability of
each party in the chain?

In an attempt to answer these questions, we establish a
game-theoretical model that studies the efect of capital-
constrained retailers in competing supply chains. Each
supply chain sells one identical product and includes a
supplier and a retailer, both being neutral in our problem.
Each retailer can only purchase the product from the
supplier in the same chain; and each supplier can only supply
the retailer in the same chain. We consider Cournot com-
petition between the two retailers; i.e., they compete in
quantity with each other. Te supplier provides a price-only
contract to the retailer, whereby the contract contains only
the wholesale price. Moreover, both retailers are in short of
working capital, which is not able to fulfll their procurement
requirements; therefore, external short-term funding is
needed. We consider bank loans to be the source of short-
term fnancing, under which the loan contract contains the
interest rate and the loan repayment demand. Tat is, after
the revenue is realized, the retailer that raises bank loan
needs to pay back the loan principle and the loan interest.

1.3. Solution Methodology. Our model is based on a supply
chain management framework which involves multiple
players interacting with each other. Terefore, the game
theory is a basic method in this paper to formulate the
model. To solve each player’s model and obtain their optimal
solution, the game theory and convex analysis are utilized to
derive the proft function and therefore the corresponding
solution. We also apply constrained optimization to solve
the global solution for the whole supply chain. Te
abovementioned methods are widely used in the supply
chain management literature [9–11]. In addition, we use
numerical examples to further examine our main results and
fnd that all of them hold true in the numerical study.

1.4. Main Results and Contributions. Based on the above-
mentioned model, we solve the problem and characterize
each member’s optimal decision. Specifcally, in the baseline
model that considers retailers need to borrow bank loans, we
fnd that in optimality, the marginal value of the initial
capital level to each retailer is exactly equal to the interest
rate, while the supplier’s proft is not afected by the retailer’s
initial capital level. However, we fnd that supplier’s optimal
wholesale price is decreasing in the interest rate, which is
because the supplier is eager to encourage the retailer to
purchase more products, since the order quantity is already
weakened due to the existence of fnancial cost (i.e., the
interest rate). Te supplier can obtain more proft only when
the retailer has a higher market share compared to the other
one. Furthermore, we fnd that whether each retailer’s op-
timal order quantity increases in the interest rate depends on
the cost diference of the two suppliers. In particular, when
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one supplier’s cost is small enough compared to the other
one, the corresponding retailer’s optimal order quantity is
increasing in the interest rate, while the other retailer’s order
quantity is decreasing.Tis result is due to the fact that in the
presence of a signifcant cost gap between the suppliers, the
fnancial cost of the bank loan further exacerbates this gap
and therefore enhances the cost advantage in the compe-
tition.Tat is, the supplier with a lower cost can ofer a much
lower wholesale price to the retailer, inducing a higher order
quantity and therefore grasping a larger market share to the
supply chain.

To understand the impact of capital-constrained retailers
in supply chain competition, we also conduct a benchmark
model whereby both retailers have sufcient capital. From
the result of the baseline model, we already know that the
supplier ofers a lower wholesale price. Te comparison
between the benchmark and baseline models further indi-
cates that the wholesale price diference is increasing in the
market size; i.e., if the market size is bigger, each supplier will
ofer a lower wholesale price when retailers are capital-
constrained. Tis result indicates that a larger market size
indeed intensifes the competition between the two supply
chains. In addition, we fnd that when there is a sufcient
cost diference between the two suppliers, one retailer will
have a higher order quantity in the baseline model than in
the benchmark model, while the other retailer’s order
quantity is lower on the contrary. We also compare each
member’s, as well as the supply chain’s proft under the two
models. Similar to the quantity comparison result, when the
suppliers’ costs are greatly diferent, the supply chain with a
lower cost can have a better proft that in the benchmark,
and so does each member in the same supply chain.
Moreover, we have diferent fndings for the retailer’s proft
comparison. Specifcally, when both suppliers’ costs are
small enough, we fnd that each retailer can have a better
proft than that in the benchmark. In this case, the suppliers
are sufering loss from the fnancial cost.

Following are our contributions:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the frst to

consider a model that incorporates chain-to-chain
competition and capital-constrained retailers which
require bank loans to conduct their procurements.
More specifcally, We consider two supply chains,
each consisting of one supplier and one retailer. Each
retailer purchases one single product only from the
supplier in the same supply chain; the two retailers
are competing with each other in the quantity. In
addition, the two suppliers are heterogenous in the
production cost. Our model and the theoretical re-
sults may inspire further studies along this direction.

(2) We fully derive and solve each player’s optimal
decision, and we also characterize the impact of bank
fnancing to the supply chain competition in com-
parison with the benchmark model when both re-
tailers have sufcient capital.

(3) Our results demonstrate that under supply chain
competition, the fnancial cost from bank loans
could enhance the competitive advantage for the

supply chain when the corresponding supplier’s
production cost is lower, which will achieve a higher
proft for each player in the supply chain.

(4) We conduct several numerical studies to examine
and confrm our theoretical results. Moreover, we
also identify that if both suppliers’ production costs
are small enough, then both retailers can be better of
than the benchmark case even if they are capital-
constrained.

Te reminder of the paper is organized as follows. We
review the related literature in Section 2. In Section 3, we
introduce the problem and establish the baseline model. We
also formulate a benchmark model where both retailers have
adequate capital. In Section 4, we compare the results of the
benchmark model and the baseline model and then explain
the managerial insights. Section 5 ofers the concluding
remarks. Unless otherwise indicated, all the proofs are
provided in the Appendix. Troughout the paper, we use
“increasing” and “decreasing” in a nonstrict sense, that is,
they represent “nondecreasing” and “nonincreasing,”
respectively.

2. Literature Review

Tis paper considers competing supply chains when retailers
are capital-constrained. Terefore, we will conduct the lit-
erature review into two parts: in the frst part, we will review
the research that studies the chain-to-chain competition in
various scenarios; in the second part, we will review the
research that investigates the interaction of operations
management and fnance.

2.1. Supply Chain Competition. Our paper is closely related
to the literature on chain-to-chain competition, which can
be divided into the following two categories: (1) how chain-
to-chain competition infuences the operational and
marketing decision with various environments and (2)
equilibrium supply chain structure.

2.1.1. Operational and Marketing Decisions under Chain-to-
Chain Competition. Most of the previous works fall into the
frst category, which considers how chain-to-chain com-
petition infuences the operational and marketing decision
with various environments. Ha and Tong [12] study an
information sharing problem between the manufacturer and
a retailer in two competing supply chains.Tey show that the
contract type and the investment cost of information sharing
play a vital role in conducting information sharing. Ha et al.
[9] extend the above work to consider Cournot and Bertrand
competition in the presence of production diseconomies of
scale. Tey demonstrate that information sharing benefts a
supply chain when the production diseconomy is large and
either competition is less intense or at least one retailer’s
information is less accurate (information is more accurate)
for Cournot (Bertand) competition. Liu et al. [13] consider
two supply chains that sell substitutable products with
diferent market sizes. Tey derive the optimal advertising
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strategy and also discuss how the advertising strategy would
afect the supply chain efciency and the social welfare. Bian
et al. [14] study the two-way information problem in supply
chains when both the manufacturer and the retailer have
partial information on demand. In the presence of rema-
nufacturing, Wu and Zhou [15] examine the impact of
supply chain competition on the optimal reverse channel
choice of manufacturers.

Besides the abovementioned papers, many other works
investigate this area to allow more features such as customer
rebate and retailer incentive promotions [16], contract
choice game [17], contract design [18, 19], supply uncer-
tainty [20], Green and sustainable supply chains [21–23],
manufacturer rebate [24], strategic inventory [25], and in-
formation sharing strategies [26]. Our paper difers from the
abovementioned research studies from that we consider
capital-constrained retailers and investigate the impact of
such feature on each member’s decision as well as the chain-
to-chain competition.

2.1.2. Equilibrium Supply Chain Structure. Te second
category investigates the equilibrium supply chain struc-
ture. McGuire and Staelin [27] are one of the frst re-
searchers who studied chain-to-chain competition, under
which the supplier can decide whether to integrate into
retailing or sell the product through a dedicated retailer.
Gupta and Loulou [28] consider diferent degrees of
substitutability and study how process innovation infu-
ences the equilibrium channel structure. Wu et al. [29]
consider two competing supply chains that sell substitut-
able products, where the market demand is a newsvendor
type of multiplicative form. Tey examine the efect of
uncertain demand and production cost on the equilibrium
channel structure. Wu et al. [30] extend McGuire and
Staelin [27] to consider demand uncertainty and joint
pricing and quantity decisions, under three possible supply
chain strategies: vertical integration, manufacturer’s
stackelberg, and bargaining on the wholesale price. Wu and
Mallik [31] study cross sales where at least one retailer sells
both products of the suppliers. Tey show that cross sale is
feasible when retailers are in quantity competition or in a
capacity constrained price competition. However, a pure
Bertrand price competition is not suitable for cross sales.
Zhao and Shi [32] consider two competing supply chains,
each with multiple upstream suppliers producing com-
plementary products and selling to a single buyer. Tey
show that with a strong market competition and a small
number of suppliers, a decentralized supply chain is pre-
ferred under a consignment with revenue sharing contract.
Li et al. [33] study the problem of partial vertical cen-
tralization in competing supply chains. Yang et al. [34]
examine the competitiveness of supply chains and study the
impact of green marginal manufacturing cost, demand
sensitivity of green level and governmental interventions,
on channel structure strategy. However, these papers
disregard the real-world practice that retailers may be in
short of capital and do not incorporate this element in their
models.

2.2. Interface of Operations Management and Finance.
Te feld of the interface between operations management
and fnance focuses on the study of interactions between
operational and fnancial decisions. To have a better un-
derstanding on the models that consider operational and
fnancial decisions, we refer the reader to Zhao and
Huchzermeier [35] for a detailed review. Iancu et al. [7]
consider a capital-strapped frm borrows from a bank under
inventory-based fnancing (IBF). Tey show that in the
presence of operating fexibility in replenishing or partially
liquidating inventory, the IBF covenants can help eliminate
the agency cost and therefore the frm obtains the full
benefts as in the frst-best case. Alan and Gaur [8] consider a
bank that has incomplete information about a borrower’s
demand, and they establish a stylized screening model to
capture the features of asset-based lending (ABL) from the
bank.Tey show that ABL allows the bank to afect each frm
type’s decision and also mitigate information asymmetry.
Jiang et al. [36] assume that both the supplier and the retailer
are capital constrained and study the impact of the retailer’s
credit rating on each member’s decisions.

Several papers study the interaction of operations (such
as inventory decisions) and long-term fnancial decisions
(such as capital structure). For instance, Xu and Birge
[37–39] consider how the capital structure afects the re-
tailer’s operational decisions with diferent approaches and
perspectives. Hu and Sobel [40] study a multi-echelon in-
ventory model with random demand and the objective of
optimizing the expected present value of dividends. Tey
show that under fnancial constraints, the echelon base stock
policy is not optimal generally. In the presence of default
risk, Li et al. [41] establish a dynamic inventory model of an
equity-fnanced frm. Tey show that the optimal target
inventory level and fnancial decision variables are nonde-
creasing functions of the levels of inventory and retained
earnings. In addition, the authors prove that a myopic policy
is optimal to maximize the present value. Fu et al. [42] study
a capital-constrained frm uses inventory fnancing to ob-
tains additional capital to satisfy stochastic demand in a
multiperiod setting. Tey fnd that when the frm with
capital shortage predicts to encounter high demands in a
future period, it may strategically overstock its inventory in
earlier periods in order to secure the necessary capital.

Most of the related works consider supply chain man-
agement problem, which is also known as supply chain f-
nance. Tis area focuses on the impacts of short-term
fnancing options such as trade credit, bank credit, and
short-term loans on capital-constrained frms’ operational
decisions. Example includes studies of Buzacott and Zhang
[43], Kouvelis and Zhao [4], Cai et al. [44], Deng et al. [45],
Tunca and Zhu [46], Yang and Birge [47], and Chen et al.
[48], Yang et al. [49]. Kouvelis and Zhao [50] consider credit
ratings’ infuence on a retailer’s choice between bank f-
nancing and supplier fnancing.Tey conclude that retailer’s
fnancing decision is a threshold policy on supplier’s credit
rating level; the supplier always prefer good rating retailer. In
addition to the abovementioned literature, many supply
chain fnancing studies investigate the role of fnancing on
various aspects of supply chain management, such as
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capacity investment [51], production technology choices
[52], channel competition [53, 54], deterrent of product
adulteration [55], green supply chain [56], remanufacturing
[57], and manufacturer encroachment [58].

Evidently, the literature on interface of operations
management and fnance is fruitful. Nevertheless, while
some of the papers consider fnancing problem in a single
supply chain, we fnd that supply chain-to-chain competi-
tion have not been well studied in this area. Hence, we
believe that this paper is able to enrich the relevant literature.

3. The Model

We consider two supply chains (indexed by 1 and 2) selling
one single product in the same market. Each supply chain
contains one supplier (she) and one retailer (he), and we
assume that each supplier only supplies the retailer in the
same chain. Troughout the paper, we assume that all
players are risk neutral; that is, all of them pursue to
maximize their own proft. Te product is produced before
the selling season (which is often true since the production
lead time is long relative to the length of the selling season);
therefore, both retailers have only one chance to purchase
from the suppliers, and replenishment is not allowed since a
contract is often signed for a whole season. Supplier i’s unit
cost is denoted by ci, and the wholesale price to retailer i is
denoted by wi.

Te two retailers compete with each other in quantity,
i.e., they are in Cournot competition. Following the con-
vention in literature [9–11], we use the following inverse
demand function:

p � A − q1 − q2, (1)

where p is the market price, A is the market size, and qi,
i � 1, 2, is retailer i’s order quantity. In addition, retailer i

incurs a constant retailing cost, which is normalized to zero.
Tis is a common assumption in the literature. Te structure
of the supply chain competition is illustrated in Figure 1.

Retailer i’s initial capital level is mi, and we assume that
both retailers are in short of capital, i.e., we have mi <wiqi for
i � 1, 2.Terefore, they need external capital to support their
businesses. Both retailers have the access to bank loans and
the interest rate ofered by the bank is denoted by r. After the
realization of revenue, both retailers need to pay the loan
principle and interest back to the bank. To avoid triviality,
we assume ci <wi < (1 + r)wi <p, meaning that each
member is proftable in the business. Conversely, the two
suppliers have sufcient on-hand cash fow to supply the
product to the retailers.

Te sequence of events is as follows. First, in the two
supply chains, the two suppliers simultaneously determine
the wholesale price and then ofer the price-only contract to
their corresponding retailers. Secondly, observing the
wholesale price, the retailers simultaneously decide the loan
amounts, which we denote by yi, i � 1, 2, and the order
quantities qi. Finally, after satisfying the market demand,
both retailers conduct the loan repayment to the bank.
Table 1 summarizes the notation.

3.1. Assumptions. For ease of exposition, we summarize the
model’s assumptions in this subsection.

Assumption 1. Both retailers are selling the same single
product in the same market and they are involved in
Cournot competition. In addition, each supplier only sup-
plies the retailer in the same chain.

Assumption 2. All players are risk neutral.

Assumption 3. Both retailer are short of capital and both of
them issue bank loans.

Assumption 4. Te system parameters satisfy ci <wi < (1 +

r)wi <p; that is, each supplier’s cost must be smaller than its
wholesale price, and the wholesale price plus the interest
must be smaller the market price. Tis is to ensure that each
member is proftable in the business.

3.2. Benchmark: When Retailers Have Sufcient Capital.
We frst study a benchmark model that considers each re-
tailer’s initial capital level is able to fulfll the demand of
procurement. In this case, there is no need for retailer i to
raise bank loan. We denote πn

ri as retailer i’s proft, then we
have

πn
ri � p − wi( qi � A − wi − qj − qi qi, (2)

where i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j. Retailer i determines qi to maximize
πn

ri. Ten, with retailer i’s order quantity qi, the supplier’s
proft can be formulated as follows:

πn
si � wi − ci( qi. (3)

Supplier i decides wi to maximize πn
si. Under the

benchmark model, we have the following result.

Lemma 1. When both retailers have sufcient capital, sup-
plier i’s optimal wholesale price is wn

i � 15A + 8ci + 2cj/15,
retailer i’s optimal order quantity is
qn

i � 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)/45, and the retail price is pn � 5A +

2c1 + 2c2/9. Terefore, retailer i’s proft is
πn

ri � 4(5A − 7ci + 2cj)
2/2025 and supplier i’s proft is πn

si �

2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)
2/675. Correspondingly, the supply chain i’s

total proft is as follows:

Πn
i �

2 5A − 7ci + 2cj 
2

405
. (4)

Lemma 1 demonstrates each member’s optimal decision
and the corresponding proft. We fnd that the supplier’s
wholesale price not only increases in her cost but also in the
other supplier’s cost. On the other hand, each retailer’s order
quantity is decreasing in his supplier’s cost but instead is
increasing in his competitor’s supplier’s cost; and this is also
true for the supply chain’s proft. Based on the above-
mentioned result, we can compare the two supply chains in
terms of the supplier’s cost ci.
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Corollary 1. When both retailers have sufcient capital, if
c1 ≤ c2, then we have qn

1 ≥ qn
2, wn

1 ≤wn
2, π

n
r1 ≥ πn

r2, π
n
s1 ≥ πn

s2, and
Πn

1 ≥Π
n
2.

Corollary 1 manifests the fact when the supply chain has
a lower cost (i.e., the supplier’s cost), then the selling
quantity is larger compared with the other competing supply
chain. In this case, the cost advantage achieves a better proft
to the supply chain as well as each member in the supply
chain.

3.3. When Retailers Are Capital-Constrained. In this sub-
section, we study the problem when retailer i, i � 1, 2, sufers
from a shortage of funds, therefore he needs to borrow
money from a bank loan. With the initial capital level mi, the
order quantity qi, the loan amount yi, and the interest rate of
bank loan r, retailer i’s proft function can be formulated as
follows:

πri � pqi − (1 + r)yi − mi, (5)

where the frst term is the revenue of selling the product to
the market, and the second term is the loan repayment to the
bank. Terefore, the frst two terms are retailer i’s terminal
cash fow after demand arrives. Based on the proft function,
retailer i’s problem is as follows:

max
qi≥0,li≥0,

wiqi≤mi+yi

πri.

(6)

Te frst two constraints mean that the order quantity
and loan amount should be nonnegative; the last constraint
indicates that retailer i’s procurement should not exceed the
on-hand cash after borrowing from the bank. One can easily
verify that in optimality it must have wiqi � mi + yi,
meaning that retailer i borrows up to the exact capital level
such that the on-hand cash is equal to the purchasing price
of products. Tis is because the bank loan is costly (i.e., the
interest rate) to the retailer.

Anticipating retailer i’s order quantity qi, the supplier i’s
proft is (wi − ci)qi and her decision is the wholesale price.
Solving the problems of supplier i and retailer i, we obtain
the following result:

Lemma 2. When both retailers are in short of capital,
supplier i’s optimal wholesale price is
w∗i � 5A + 2(1 + r)(4ci + cj)/15(1 + r), retailer i’s optimal
order quantity is q∗i � 2(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))/45, the
optimal loan amount is y∗i � w∗i q∗i − mi, and the retail price
is p∗ � 5A + 2(1 + r)(c1 + c2)/9. Terefore, retailer i’s proft
is πri � 4(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))

2/2025 + rmi and supplier
i’s proft is πsi � 2(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))

2/675(1 + r).
Correspondingly, the supply chain i’s total proft is as follows:

Πi �
2(5 + 2r) 5A − (1 + r) 7ci − 2cj  

2

2025(1 + r)
+ rmi.

(7)

Lemma 2 presents the results when each retailer has
insufcient capital. We can see that diferent from Lemma 1,
each player’s decision and the corresponding proft is related
to the interest rate. In particular, the wholesale and market
prices are larger with bank loans while the order quantity
and the proft are lower. In addition, similar to Corollary 1,
one can easily verify that if supply chain i has cost advantage
(i.e., ci ≤ cj, i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j), then a higher proft is achievable.

Corollary 2. When both retailers are capital-constrained, we
have the following results:

(1) zπri/zmi � zΠi/zmi � r;
(2) w∗i is decreasing in r;

c1

c2

w1

w2

q1

q2

Supply chain 1

Supply chain 2

Supplier 1

Supplier 2

Retailer 1

Retailer 2

Retail market

Figure 1: Structure of supply chain competition.

Table 1: Notation.

wi Te wholesale price provided to retailer i, i � 1, 2
ci Te unit cost of supplier i

qi Te order quantity of retailer i

yi Te loan amount of retailer i

A Te market size
p Te market price
r Te interest rate of bank loans
πri Te proft of retailer i

πsi Te proft of supplier i

Πi Te proft of supply chain i

πn
ri Te proft of retailer i without capital constraint.

πn
si Te proft of supplier i without capital constraint.
Πn

i Te proft of supply chain i without capital constraint.
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(3) for i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j, when ci ≤ 2cj/7, q∗i is increasing in
r while q∗j is decreasing in r; when ci ∈ (2cj/7, 7cj/2),
both q∗i and q∗j are decreasing in r; when ci ≥ 7cj/2, q∗j
is increasing in r while q∗i is decreasing in r.

When both retailers are in short of capital, Corollary 2
(1) implies that retailer i’s proft is increasing in his own
capital level mi, which is an intuitive result. In addition,
from Lemma 2, we know that supplier i’s proft is inde-
pendent of mi. Terefore, we can conclude that supply
chain i’s proft is also increasing in the retailer’s capital mi.
Moreover, we fnd that the slope of πri on mi is exactly the
interest rate r, indicating that when retailer i’s initial capital
increases one unit, the proft increases r unit. Tis is due to
the fact the fnancial cost of bank loan is r; for each loan
amount borrowed, retailer i needs to pay the interest r to
the bank.

Corollary 2 (2) suggests that as the interest rate in-
creases, supplier i’s optimal wholesale price w∗i should be
lower. When r increases, retailer i’s cost of borrowing is
higher, which restrains his order quantity from the sup-
plier. In this case, supplier i’s proft is weakened with a
lower order quantity. In order to encourage the retailer to
purchase more products, the supplier has to lower the
wholesale price. From the perspective of the entire supply
chain, if the supplier i does not lower her wholesale price,
retailer i will have a lower order quantity such that the
supply chain may lose certain market share; in this case,
the supply chain sufers proft attenuation, resulting in a
lower proft to the supplier. To avoid the loss of com-
petitive advantage, supplier i will have to reduce the
wholesale price, ensuring a signifcant order quantity from
retailer i.

Corollary 2 (3) demonstrates that each retailer’s order
quantity could either increase or decrease in the interest
rate r, which depends on the relationship of the two
suppliers’ unit costs. In particular, when supplier i’s cost is
low enough (i.e., ci ≤ 2cj/7), then retailer i’s order quantity
is increasing in r while his competitor’s order quantity is
decreasing. Tis is because supply chain i has a signifcant
cost advantage; when both retailers are capital-con-
strained, the interest rate further amplifes the cost dif-
ference, making the supply chain with a lower cost has a
higher selling quantity. On the other hand, when the cost
diference of the two suppliers are not too large (i.e.,
ci ∈ (2cj/7, 7cj/2)), neither the supply chain possesses the
cost advantage; therefore, both supply chains’ quantities
are reduced in the presence of bank loans with interest
rate r.

4. The Impact of Capital Constraint on Supply
Chain Competition

In this section, we compare each member’s optimal decision
and the corresponding proft of each supply chain when the
two retailers have and do not have sufcient capitals. For the
ease of exposition, we use “CS” to represent the model when
the retailers are capital-sufcient and “CC” to represent the
model when the retailers are capital-constrained. We frst
reexhibit the results of Lemmas 1 and 2 in Table 2.

Proposition 1. Compared to the CS model, when the re-
tailers are capital-constrained, supplier i will ofer a lower
wholesale price. In addition, we have the following:

(1) wn
i − w∗i is increasing in A;

(2) wn
i − w∗i � wn

j − w∗j , i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j.

Proposition 1 shows that if the retailer has to borrow
money from the bank, the supplier should ofer a lower
wholesale price compared with the CS model, in order to
motivate the retailer to maintain a certain level of pro-
curement; this result is consistent with Corollary 2 (2). In
addition, we fnd that the wholesale price gap (i.e., wn

i − w∗i )
is increasing in the market size A. Tat is, supplier i should
provide a lower wholesale price with a larger market size. As
the market size is larger, both supply chains will try hard to
seize more share of the market; by providing a lower
wholesale price, supplier i encourages the retailer to order
more products. Finally, we fnd that, regardless of the
heterogeneity between the two supply chains (the costs of
suppliers, the initial capital levels of retailers), the wholesale
price diferences between the CS and CC models are the
same. Tis suggests that both suppliers should reduce the
same level of wholesale price to encounter the situation
when both retailers are capital-constrained.

Proposition 2. Compared to the CS model, when both re-
tailers are capital-constrained, for i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j, we have the
following results:

(1) When ci ≤ 2cj/7, retailer i’s optimal order quantity is
larger while retailer j has a smaller order quantity,
i.e., q∗i ≥ qn

i and q∗j < qn
j ;

(2) When ci ∈ (2cj/7, 7cj/2), both retailers’s optimal
order quantities are smaller, i.e., q∗i < qn

i and q∗j < qn
j ;

(3) When ci ≥ 7cj/2, retailer j’s optimal order quantity is
larger while retailer i has a smaller order quantity, i.e.,
q∗j ≥ qn

j and q∗i < qn
i .

Table 2: Comparison between models of CS and CC.

CS model CC model
Retailer i’s order quantity qn

i (q∗i ) 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)/45 2(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))/45
Supplier i’s wholesale price wn

i (w∗i ) 5A + 8ci + 2cj/15 5A + 2(1 + r)(4ci + cj)/15(1 + r)

Retail price pn(p∗) 5A + 2c1 + 2c2/9 5A + 2(1 + r)(c1 + c2)/9
Retailer i’s proft πn

ri(πri) 4(5A − 7ci + 2cj)
2/2025 4(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))

2/2025 + rmi

Supplier i’s proft πn
si(πsi) 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)

2/675 2(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))
2/675(1 + r)

Supply chain i’s proft Πn
ri(Πri) 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)

2/405 2(5 + 2r)(5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj))
2/2025(1 + r) + rmi
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From Proposition 2, we know that the relationship of
retailer i’s optimal order quantities under the CS and CC
models depends greatly on the cost comparison of the two
suppliers. From Table 2, one can easily verify that the total
order quantities of the two retailers are smaller in the CC
model, i.e., q∗1 + q∗2 < qn

1 + qn
2. However, Proposition 2 tells us

that the individual order quantity could be either higher or
lower under CC model compared with the CS model.
Specifcally, when supplier i’s cost is small enough (i.e.,
ci ≤ 2cj/7), retailer i can order a higher number of product
than that under CS model, while his competitor, retailer
j, j≠ i, has a lower order quantity. When either retailer has
to borrow the bank loan and pays the interest, the cost is
higher than the CS model; to guarantee that retailer i orders
enough products to secure certain market share, supplier i

needs to lower the wholesale price. We fnd that, with a
smaller cost, supplier i is able to provide a smaller wholesale
price than supplier j, under which retailer i’s order quantity
can be even more than that under the CS model. In other
words, the cost advantage of supplier i is reinforced in the
presence of bank loan; therefore, the supplier i can place a
lower wholesale price to help retailer i seize more market
share, generating a higher proft to the supply chain i.
However, when the cost diference of suppliers are not that
signifcant, the bank loans increase the cost burden of both
retailers; and in this case neither of the suppliers can beneft
from the competition since neither of them has a signifcant
cost advantage.Terefore, both retailers’ order quantities are
lower under the CC model.

We demonstrate our above theoretical results through a
numerical example as follows.

Example 1. Suppose the system parameters are as follows:
supplier i’s cost satisfes ci ∈ [0, 10]; the two retailers’ initial
capital levels are m1 � 50 and m2 � 70; the market size is
A � 100; the bank’s interest rate is r � 0.2.

We plot the result of Proposition 2 in Figure 2. Figure 2 is
divided into three regions, whereby each retailer’s quantity
comparison under the CS and CC models depends on the
relationship of c1 and c2. When the cost of either supplier is
signifcantly smaller than the other one (i.e., region 1 or 2 in
the fgure), one retailer will have a higher order quantity
while the other one is lower. In region 3, neither of the
supply chains has the cost advantage, and therefore both
retailers are sufered from the fnancial cost, leading to lower
order quantities.

Proposition  . Compared to the CS model, when the re-
tailers are capital-constrained, the retail price is lower, i.e.,
p∗ <pn.

Proposition 3 indicates that the retail price of the
product is higher under the CC model, which is an intuitive
result since to each supply chain, the cost is increased due to
the external fnancial cost, under which the total quantities
of the two retailers are smaller compared to the CS model.
Tis implies that with retailers’ capital constraints and the

entry of bank loans, the whole system (including the two
supply chains) is worse of compared to the CS model.

Proposition 4. When the retailers are capital-constrained, if
supplier i’s cost satisfes

ci ≤
2cj

7
+
1
7

5A

2 + r
−

����������������

5A

2 + r
 

2
−
2025mi

4(2 + r)



⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j.

(8)

Then retailer i’s proft is higher than that in the CS
model, i.e., πri ≥ πn

ri.

Proposition 4 presents an interesting result: under the
CC model, if supplier i’s cost is sufciently small compared
to the other supplier, then retailer i can achieve a higher
proft than when both retailers are capital-sufcient. Tis
result is consistent with Proposition 2 that when retailers
have to borrow bank loan, the cost advantage is enhanced,
therefore the supply chain has a better competitive advan-
tage and earns a higher proft. In this case, we fnd that the
corresponding retailer could also beneft from the compe-
tition. In addition, from Proposition 4, one can easily verify
that when mi increases, the right hand side of the inequality
increases, meaning that when retailer i’s initial capital level is
higher, he is more likely to have a better proft under the
supply chain competition.

Notice that Proposition 4 focuses on one retailer’s
perspective. Taking both retailers into consideration and
continue with Example 1, Figure 3 presents diferent
regions with respect to the cost relationship of the sup-
pliers. Specifcally, we fnd that when both suppliers’ cost
are small enough, each retailer can have a better proft
under the CC model (regions 1). Tis implies that even
though both retailers are capital constrained, they can
earn more money than when they have sufcient capital.
Tis is because, when supplier i’s cost is low, she is able to
provide a low enough wholesale price, which could be
lower than that in the CS model even if it is multiplied by
the interest rate. In this case, the retailer actually benefts
from the small wholesale price. Indeed, the supplier has a
lower proft in this case, since she would like to induce a
higher order quantity with a small wholesale price. In
addition, when one supplier’s cost is small enough
compared with the other one’s cost (i.e., regions 2 and 3),
the corresponding retailer could still have a higher proft,
while the other retailer is worse of under the CC model.
In fact, under this case, the supplier with a lower cost
earns a better proft. Tis intuition is mainly from the
competition. Lastly, when both suppliers’ costs are high
(region 4), each retailer has a worse proft under the CC
model.

Proposition 5. When the retailers are capital-constrained, if
supplier i’s cost ci satisfes

ci ≤
2cj

7
−

5A

7
����
1 + r

√ , i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j. (9)
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Ten, supplier i’s proft is higher than that in the CS
model, i.e., πsi ≥ πn

si.
Proposition 5 again confrms the fact that when sup-

plier i’s cost is small enough, supply chain i can have more
competitive advantage when both retailers borrow from the
bank, therefore the proft is higher compared to the CS
model. In this case, supplier i benefts from the competition
and also achieves a higher proft. We continue with Ex-
ample 1 and depict Figure 4 to further illustrate the result.
Regions 1 and 2 are where one of the supplier’s cost can be
distinguished from the other one. In this case, the one with
lower cost can win from the supply chain competition.
Region 3 is where the two costs of suppliers are relative
close, under which neither of the supply chains cannot
dominate the other one in the competition. Instead, the
competition makes both supply chain become worse of,
and so as the suppliers. Diferent from Figure 3, there does

not exist a region where both suppliers can be better of
under the CC model.

Proposition 6. When the retailers are capital-constrained,
there exists a value ci > 0 such that if supplier i’s cost satisfes
ci ≤ 2cj/7 − ci, then supply chain i’s proft is higher than that
in the CS model, i.e., Πi ≥Πn

i .

Proposition 6 is a natural result fromPropositions 4 and 5,
whereby the fnancial cost of bank loan further strengthens
the competitiveness of the supply chain with a lower cost (of
the supplier). Similarly, the result of Proposition 6 is illus-
trated in Figure 5 under Example 1. Based on diferent values
of c1 and c2, we also partition three regions on the profts of
the two supply chains. Although both retailers may be better
of under the CCmodel (i.e., region 1 of Figure 3), we fnd that

0 c2

c1

1 2

3 4

πr1<πr1
n

πr2>πr2
n

πr1<πr1
n

πr2<πr2
n

πr1>πr1
n

πr2>πr2
n

πr1>πr1
n

πr2<πr2
n

Figure 3: Regions of retailer proft comparison.

0

c1

c2
1

3

2

q1
*<q1

n

q2
*<q2

n

q1
*>q1

n

q2
*<q2

n

q1
*<q1

n

q2
*>q2

n

Figure 2: Regions of quantity comparison.
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as either one of or both suppliers obtain a lower proft, the two
supply chains cannot generate better profts simultaneously.

5. Conclusions

Tis paper considers two heterogenous supply chains
competing in the same retail market with the same product.
Te key feature is that we simultaneously study supply
chain-to-chain competition and retailer’s capital constraint
within a game-theoretical model. In order to support the
operational activity, the retailer needs to raise funds from the
bank. Te two important issues, supply chain competition
and bank fnancing, have been extensively addressed in
literature, but as separate problems. We show that the f-
nancial cost of bank loan distorts each member’s decision in
the supply chain, compared to the case when the retailers
have sufcient capital. In particular, when the retailer
borrows bank loan with the interest rate, the supplier will
lower her wholesale price, in order to encourage the retailer’s
order quantity. We also fnd that the fnancial cost could
change the two competing supply chains’ competitiveness. If

one supplier’s cost is relatively small compared to the other
supplier, the supply chain will have an enhanced competitive
advantage, as the cost diference would be amplifed by the
fnancial cost. In this case, the retailer will order more
quantities than the case of sufcient capital, while the other
retailer orders less. Terefore, the supply chain with a lower
supplier cost gains a higher market share, achieving a higher
proft; the supplier and the retailer therein could also earn a
better proft. We also conduct several numerical examples
on our model, and we fnd that when both suppliers’ costs
are very small, each retailer can be better of, whereby the
suppliers and the supply chains are worse of. Tat is, the
retailers are benefting from capital constraint, while the
supply chains (or equivalently, the suppliers) pay the price of
bank loans.

Te practical and theoretical applications of this work
are demonstrated as follows. First, the practical application
of the paper is that under supply chain competition, the
fnancial cost could enhance the competitive advantage for
the supply chain with a lower supplier cost, achieving a
better proft for each member in the supply chain; in

0

c1

c2
1

2

3

∏1<∏1
n

∏2>∏2
n

∏1<∏1
n

∏2<∏2
n

∏1>∏1
n

∏2<∏2
n

Figure 5: Regions of supply chain proft comparison.

0

c1

c2

1

2

3

π 1<π 1
n

π 2>π 2
n

π 1<π 1
n

π 2<π 2
n

π 1>π 1
n

π 2<π 2
n

Figure 4: Regions of supplier proft comparison.
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addition, if both suppliers costs are sufciently low, then
both retailers can be better of than the benchmark case even
if they are capital-constrained. Second, the theoretical ap-
plication of the paper is that we shed light on the theoretical
development of considering supply chain to chain compe-
tition with the interface of operations management and
fnance. Our model provides a possible direction of the
future research that can be extended to incorporating var-
ious features, such as price competition and trade credit.

5.1. Importance and Relevance. Te results of the paper
deliver several insight implications to the business. First,
when the downstream retailer is lack of capital, to maintain
the competitiveness, the supplier needs to lower her
wholesale price, which is depending on the product costs.
Second, if the supplier already possesses the competitive
advantage, then she would not hesitate to encourage her
retailer to issue bank loans.Tird, when the cost advantage is
not sufcient high, then the suppliers will be hurt under the
chain-to-chain competition, while the retailers may instead
better of.

5.2. Future Research. Tis study can be extended in dif-
ferent directions. First, it is desirable to consider the
Bertrand competition instead of the Cournot competition
to see the impact of capital-constrained retailers. Second,
it would be also interesting to study the case when the
supplier, rather than the retailer, that has fnancial dis-
tress. In this case, whether the fnancial cost of bank loans
will intensify the competition requires deeper investiga-
tion. Since supply chain fnance is another frequently used
fnancing option [4, 44, 49] for frms with limited working
capital, we can extend the model to consider that the
retailers borrow from their own suppliers. Lastly, if each
supply chain has more than two echelons, then it is
meaningful to see the infuence of capital constraint in
multi-echelon supply chains.

Appendix

Proofs

Proof. From equation (2), for retailer 1, his proft function is
πn

r1 � (A − w1 − q2 − q1)q1. Given w1 and q2, one can easily
verify that πn

r1 is concave in q1. Taking derivative, and we can
have the frst order condition (FOC) as follows:

zπn
r1

zq1
� A − w1 − q2(  − 2q1 � 0. (A.1)

Similarly, for retailer 2, we have the following FOC:

zπn
r2

zq2
� A − w2 − q1(  − 2q2 � 0. (A.2)

Solving equations (A.1) and (A.2), we have q1 � A −

2w1 + w2/3 and q2 � A − 2w2 + w1/3. Plugging into (3), we
have

πn
si � wi − ci( qi � wi − ci( 

A − 2wi + wj

3
, (A.3)

which is concave in wi given wj, j≠ i. Terefore, the
FOCs for the two suppliers are as follows:

zπn
s1

zw1
�

A + 2c1 − 4w1 + w2

3
� 0,

zπn
s2

zw2
�

A + 2c2 − 4w2 + w1

3
� 0.

(A.4)

Solving the equations, we have wn
1 � 15A + 8c1 + 2c2/15

and wn
2 � 15A + 8c2 + 2c1/15. Terefore, the optimal order

quantity for retailer i is qn
i � 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)/45, and the

corresponding retail price is pn � A − qn
1 − qn

2 � 5A + 2c1 +

2c2/9. Retailer i’s proft is as follows:

πn
ri � p

n
− w

n
i( q

n
i �

4 5A − 7ci + 2cj 
2

2025
, (A.5)

and the supplier i’s proft is as follows:

πn
si � w

n
i − ci( q

n
i �

2 5A − 7ci + 2cj 
2

675
. (A.6)

Terefore, supply chain i’s proft is
Πn

i � 2(5A − 7ci + 2cj)
2/405. Te proof is complete. □

Proof. According to Lemma 1, we have

q
n
1 − q

n
2 �

2 5A − 7c1 + 2c2( 

45
−
2 5A − 7c2 + 2c1( 

45

�
2 c2 − c1( 

5
.

(A.7)

Terefore, when c1 ≤ c2, we have qn
1 ≥ qn

2. Similarly, wn
1 −

wn
2 � 2(c1 − c2)/5; when c1 ≤ c2, we have wn

1 ≤wn
2. For the

other inequalities, the proof is similar and we omit the details
here. □

Proof. Te proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 1;
therefore, we omit the details here. □

Proof. For (2), from Lemma 2, one can easily have that
zπri/zmi � zΠi/zmi � r. For (3), zw∗i /zr � − A/3(1 + r)2 < 0,
indicating that w∗i is decreasing in r. For (5), we have

zq
∗
i

zr
�
2 2cj − 7ci 

45
,

zq
∗
j

zr
�
2 2ci − 7cj 

45
.

(A.8)

Terefore, when ci ≤ 2cj/7, zq∗i /zr≥ 0 and zq∗j /zr< 0;
when ci ∈ (2cj/7, 7cj/2), zq∗i /zr< 0 and zq∗j /zr< 0; when
ci ≥ 7cj/2, zq∗i /zr< 0 and zq∗j /zr≥ 0. Te proof is
complete. □

Proof. From Table 2, we have
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w
n
i − w
∗
i �

5A + 8ci + 2cj

15
−
5A + 2(1 + r) 4ci + cj 

15(1 + r)

�
Ar

3(1 + r)
,

(A.9)

which is increasing in A. In addition, we can also have wn
j −

w∗j � Ar/3(1 + r), which equals to wn
i − w∗i . □

Proof. From Table 2, for i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j, we have

q
∗
i − q

n
i �

2 5A − 7ci + 2cj 

45
−
2 5A − (1 + r) 7ci − 2cj  

45
�
2r 7ci − 2cj 

45
,

q
∗
j − q

n
j �

2 5A − 7cj + 2ci 

45
−
2 5A − (1 + r) 7cj − 2ci  

45
�
2r 7cj − 2ci 

45
.

(A.10)

Terefore, when ci ≤ 2cj/7, q∗i ≥ qn
i and q∗j < qn

j ; when
ci ∈ (2cj/7, 7cj/2), q∗i < qn

i and q∗j < qn
j ; when ci ≥ 7cj/2,

q∗j ≥ qn
j and q∗i < qn

i . □

Proof. Te proof is directly from Table 2 and is
straightforward. □

Proof. From Table 2, we have

πri − πn
ri �

4 5A − (1 + r) 7ci − 2cj  
2

2025
+ rmi −

4 5A − 7ci + 2cj 
2

2025

� −
4r

2025
10A 7ci − 2cj  − (2 + r) 7ci − 2cj 

2
  + rmi

�
4r(2 + r)

2025
7ci − 2cj 

2
−
40Ar

2025
7ci − 2cj  + rmi.

(A.11)

Let πri − πn
ri ≥ 0, then we have

4r(2 + r)

2025
7ci − 2cj 

2
−
40Ar

2025
7ci − 2cj  + rmi ≥ 0. (A.12)

Solving the above inequality, we obtain as follows:

7ci − 2cj ≤
5A

2 + r
−

����������������

5A

2 + r
 

2
−
2025mi

4(2 + r)



or7ci − 2cj ≥
5A

2 + r
+

����������������

5A

2 + r
 

2
−
2025mi

4(2 + r)



. (A.13)

Since we have mi <w∗i q∗i and 7ci − 2cj < 5A/1 + r (we
need to ensure q∗i > 0), therefore the region of

7ci − 2cj ≥ 5A/2 + r +

�������������������������

(5A/2 + r)2 − 2025mi/4(2 + r)



should be removed. Terefore, we conclude that when

ci ≤
2cj

7
+
1
7

5A

2 + r
−

����������������

5A

2 + r
 

2
−
2025mi

4(2 + r)



⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, i, j � 1, 2, i≠ j.

(A.14)

We have πri ≥ πn
ri. □

Proof. Denote x �
����
1 + r

√
. From Table 2, we know

πn
si �

2 5A − 7ci + 2cj 
2

675
,

πsi �
2 5A − (1 + r) 7ci − 2cj  

2

675(1 + r)

�
2 5A − x

2 7ci − 2cj /x 
2

675
.

(A.15)
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Since 5A − (1 + r)(7ci − 2cj)> 0, to compare πn
si and πsi,

it sufces to compare 5A − 7ci + 2cj and
5A − x2(7ci − 2cj)/x. Ten,

5A − x
2 7ci − 2cj 

x
− 5A − 7ci + 2cj  �

5A(1 − x) + x(1 − x) 7ci − 2cj 

x
. (A.16)

Let πsi ≥ πn
si, i.e.,

5A(1 − x) + x(1 − x) 7ci − 2cj 

x
≥ 0. (A.17)

Ten, we can obtain that ci ≤ 2cj/7 − 5A/7
����
1 + r

√
. Te

proof is complete. □

Proof. From Table 2, we have

Πi − Πn
i �

2(5 + 2r) 5A − (1 + r) 7ci − 2cj  
2

2025(1 + r)

+ rmi −
2 5A − 7ci + 2cj 

2

405
.

(A.18)

Te proof is quite similar to the that of Proposition
4, so we omit the detail here. However, we can obtain
that

ci �
1
7

������������������������������������

15A

(1 + r)(7 + 2r)
 

2

+
75A

2
− 2025mi(1 + r)

(1 + r)(7 + 2r)




−
15A

7(1 + r)(7 + 2r)
.

(A.19)

□
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